


To prevent injury, always remove the electrical plug from 
the electrical outlet before changing the pad, before leaving 

the machine, and during any maintenance

DO NOT HOLD onto the handle if you lose control of the machine.

 Always keep safe distance and working area free of obstacles 
during use.

To prevent Injury, keep hands, feet, and loose clothing away from 
the rotating pad

1)  Handle 
2)  Power lever
3)  Safety switch 
4)  Reset Fuse
5)  Power cord
6)  Handle pipe
7)  Angle  adjustable knob 
8)  Motor cover 
9)  Capacitor  
10) Motor
11) Wheels
12) Skirt
13) Dust collector (641311 only)
14) Pressure adjustment knob
15) Caster
16) Pad driver 



1) Attach handle assembly 2 to 
the body assembly 1 and insert 
threaded rod insert H1 

2) Secure with bolt head 
screw H2 and washer H3.

3) Attach Height Adjustable 
lever using H4, H5, H6, H7

4) Use H9, H10, H11 
hardware to attach H8 caster 
assembly to the front of the 
machine body

5）Lay the machine down and 
attach the pad driver and pad

Never use an extension cord in conjunction with the standard 
power cord.

FRONT CASTER
ASSEMBLY



1. Unplug machine right after cleaning. 
2. Tilt machine back and remove pad driver or brush.
3. Clean the outside of the machine with a mild cleaner. 
4. Check power cord for any damage. If damage is detected, cord must 

be replaced immediately by authorized personnel.
5. Lubricate wheels with a water resistant lubricant once a month. 
6. Check machine for loose or missing nuts and bolts, and replace                   

asnecessary. 
7. If the machine is used in a dusty environment, you may remove the 

motor cover and blow the motor clean with compressed air. This will 
ensure proper ventilation, and allow the motor to run cooler.

8. For Model #641311, remove the dust collector and vacuum or 
replace it.

Loosen the lock nut, 
To increase the pressure on the ground, Rotate the pressure     adjust-
ment knob counterclockwise;
To reduce the pressure on the ground, Rotate the pressure adjustment 
knob clockwise.
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